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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
For several decades now there has been a serious effort 
to understand the nature of intelligence. Psychologists and 
physiologists have studied the boain and its behavio,, 
developing models to explain ceotain facets of its 
pe,formance. Although the shee, complexity of the boain 
p,omises to make this appooach a long and arduous one, 
in,oads into the mapping of the boain's a,chitecture have 
helped us better understand the ciocuit,y used to exude 
intelligent behavio,. 
In the early 1960s compute, oesearchers developed a 
fo;m of machine intelligence meant to operate in a computer 
environment, Populaoly known as A;tificial Intelligence, it 
is capable of some oelatively simple forms of intelligent 
behavior . Although progress along this avenue has been 
agonizingly slow, this discipline has also developed useful 
models that help explain and exhibit intelligent behavior. 
The past decade or so has spawned a third independent 
cont,ibution to the study of intelligence. Called 
connectionism, this field is concerned with the behavio; of 
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a network of simple, often neuron-like units. 
Unfortunately, this science has not matured to a level where 
intelligent behavior can be consistently programmed and 
demonstrated. 
More recently, some researchers have focused their 
attention on neural networks (as opposed to individual 
neurons). The paradigm is obvious: since the brain 
performs ''intelligently,'' so too should a network algorithm 
that precisely mimics the brain. Researchers pursuing this 
arena of intelligence are compelled to somehow study the 
organization and behavior of groups of neurons <called 
neural networks or 'nets' for short) found in the brain, 
This research has gone in essentially two directions. 
The first and more popular direction of neural network 
study is the math modelling approach. In this approach, 
neural nets are typically modelled by differential 
equations. The equations are solyed, providing an exact 
description of the network's behavior . Although quite 
precise, this approach is restricted to describing only 
small networks, due to the complexity of the equations. 
The second and far less utilized direction is the 
simulation approach. Here a neural network is simulated on 
a computer . In this approach, a model of a neural network 
is entered into a computer and allowed to function. The 
dynamic perfbrmance of the model can then be compared to the 
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performance of a similar neural net located in an animal 
specimen. Such comparison of function allows the researcher 
to refine his or her model quite easily. Computer 
simulation, then, also appears to be a reasonable approach 
for studying neural network intelligence. 
All of these methods (and numerous others) are being 
used to study the phenomenon called intelligence. Yet no 
single method has stood out as being the best. It seems 
that a clearer picture of this elusive goal is achieved only 
when many different techniques are considered at once, or 
when some new technique is applied for the first time. 
Goal of this Thesis 
The focus in this thesis is on the simulation of neural 
networks. It is hoped that these simulated networks can 
exhibit intelligent behavior by interacting with (through> 
its simulated environment. Through analysis of the 
simulations, it is also hoped that the various components 
and laws governi'ng learning, memory, thought, and 
intelligence can be distinguished, if they are indeed 
separable processes. 
Among the most perplexing of all questions about 
mankind's neural anatomy is the issue of motiva�ion. 
Specifically, what process motivates neural networks to 
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learn a new relationship. A problem that also requires 
attention is the development of a test that can tell if a 
neural network has somehow captured (learned) something. 
Further, what fo-rm does captured knowledge take in a neural 
network? Does informa-tion { in the form of action 
potentials) circulate within the network or is a 
transformation made allowing it to be stared within the 
synaptic connections? Or both? Each of these and other 
issues will be developed in this thesis as they are needed. 
These questions will not necessarily be answered in 
this thesis. Instead, I will attempt to shed new light and 
thought on these issues. Experiments described in this 
thesis wi 11 store and recall knowledge within a simulated 
neural network, thereby laying the groundwork for a new form 
of machine intelligence applicable to robotic applications 
in the ADSL (Advanced Digital Systems Laboratory) lab at the 
University cf Illinois. 
Preview of the Discussion 
The organization of the body cf this thesis is as 
follows: ln Chapter 2 a discussion cf neural network 
modeling within the focus of this report is presented. The 
various experiments and their results are discussed in 
Chapter 3. Experimental conclusions and a discussion of 
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several abstract issues are presented in Chapter 4. 
Finally, the Appendix contains some personal unsubstantiated 
comments on neural network behavior and the programs used in 
modeling the neural network. 
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CHAPTER 2 
SIMULATION MODELING OF NEURAL NETWORKS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the performance 
of asynchronous neural networks. This study will be 
conducted first by building a network simulation model. 
Such a model (at least in this instance) must accurately 
portray the significant electrical functions of its 
component cells. Once programmed, the simulation model can 
then be run and the, network's performance evaluated. 
Revisions to the model can easily be made through software 
changes. 
Of course, the difficult problem that must be overcome 
is determining which known neural functions are required to 
elicit intelligent behavior and which are not. There is no 
way to know the answer to this question for certain, 
Although it should simply be a matter of creative 
experimentation and comparison, neural scientists do not 
agree on exactly how a neural net behaves. As a result, a 
great deal of speculation enters the model building process. 
Chief among the ''simplifications'' often assumed by 
researchers is the presumption that intelligent behavior can 
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be generated with synchronous (atemporal) t 
1,2,3 
ne s. 
virtually all contemporary studies of neural nets 
Also, 
(mathematical, simulati�n, and otherwise> omit or grossly 
distort the mechanism by which neurons are thought to learn: 
. d
.f. •. 1,2,4,5 synaptic mo 1 1ca ion. 
Such issues considered, it is the intention of this 
study t_o simulate the electrical activity of neural networks 
as accurately as possible. Some speculations and 
simplifications will have to be permitted so that the model 
may run on a sma 11 , dedicated computer . It is hoped, 
however, that these simplifications will not distort the 
true essence cf neural network behavior . We now focus our 
attention on the simulation model. 
A Simulation Model 
A network of twelve partially interconnected neurons is 
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modeled using SLAM II (a general purpose Fortran based 
simulation language) and several Fortran subroutines. Each 
neuron is represented as a special segment ,of code capable 
of collecting action potentials from source neurons, summing 
{spatially and temporally) this input energy, and generating 
an outgoing action potential if the appropriate threshold 
level is exceeded. This action potential travels to its 
synaptic connections with succeeding neurons in finite time. 
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Synaptic weights between pairs of neurons are continually 
updated in accordance with a popular modified version of the 
Hebbian rule. This model, which is diagrammed in Figure 
2-1, also considers such effects as dynamic refractory
periods and unsynchronized multiple sensory effectors 
(inputs). 
Perhaps the most significant capability is that the 
network model is capable of working in an environment. The 
network learning mechanisms are not forced via some type of 
INPUT NEURONS 
TYPICAL 
SYNAPSE 
OUTPUT NEURONS
Abbreviated Model of a Twelve Neuron Net 
FIGURE 2-1 
4 5 
external teaching arrangement. ' Instead, the synaptic
weights are changed in accordance with their Hebbian-like 
algorithms. The net result is that the environmental 
B 
situation {past and present) motivates the value of the 
synaptic weights. A block diagram shown in Figure 2-2 
demonstrates this philosophy. 
NEURAL 
NETWORK 
' ENVIRONMENT 
Network Interaction with the Environment 
Figure 2-2 
All these capabilities are a part of the simulation 
model. Missing from the model are a) variable threshold 
values for each neuron, b) multiple synapses between any two 
neurons (an •effective' weight is instead substituted), cl 
active dendritic behavior, d) axon bifurcation, and el non-
representative action potential shape (a rectangular shape 
is used as shown in Figure 2-3). 
Let us look at the model for one neuron in detail. 
Figure 2-4 shows a SLAM II block diagram for one neuron. 
The preceding neurons provide action potentials that are 
scaled by their respective synaptic weights. These signals 
propagate via ''dendritic'' paths to a portion cf the model 
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ACTUAL 
RNMP 
MODELED 
RNMP 
Actual and Modeled Action Potential Shape 
FIGURE 2-3 
that mimics the cell body. Here, a variable [XX<25) in this 
case] that represents the total input energy (voltage) at 
any given time is monitored by a separate detecting process. 
If XXC25l exceeds the predetermined threshold, an action 
potential is induced in the hillock. A refractory period 
follows, after which another action potential may be 
generated [depending, of course, on the value of XX(25)]. 
Once the action potential is induced, it propagates 
down the axonic paths in finite time to the synaptic 
connections shared by this ''neuron'' and its successor . 
''Learning,'' that is, the modification of synaptic 
weights, is carried out in a special subroutine. Simply 
stated, this subroutine continually audits the activity 
level of each ''neuron'' and updates the appropriated weight 
10 
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values as required, The update algorithm used in this 
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thesis work is outlined in an article by Levy et al. 
Essentially, this algorithm reflects the traditional Hebbian 
principle {ie., convergent coactivity) as well as three 
other processes that the authors observed while studying 
animal specimens in a laboratory environment. A listing of 
the ''learning'' subroutine (along with all the code used in 
the simulation) is located in Appendix 8. 
This concludes the discussion of the neural network 
simulation model. The various e�periments described in the 
next chapter employ slightly modified forms of this model so 
as to reflect their specific characteristics. It should be 
apparent, however, that the network cannot learn anything of 
significance unless it is allowed to effect and sense an 
environment. That is, it must interact with an external 
transfer function cf some sort if its internal learning 
mechanisms are e�pected to perform significantly. This 
philosophy will be discussed at greater length in the 
following chapter. 
Limitations of Simulation Modeling 
The first chapter of this thesis �aunted the virtues cf 
simulation modeling of neural networks. While these virtues 
are indeed valid, they must be tempered with some cautionary 
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remarks. Simulation in general is most successful when the 
component processes (in this case neurons) are well 
understood and the performance of the structure (in this 
case the neural net) is being evaluated. 
Unfortunately, neurobiology cannot offer a completely 
accurate description of the neural processes. While some 
components such as refractory durations are fairly clear, 
other components, particularly synaptic modification 
strategies, are only vaguely understood. Hence, the 
simulation model must be constructed from components that 
are sometimes only theories. To resolve this problem we 
could build a ''first try'' network model, compare the results 
with the way a ''real'' neural network behaves, and then 
improve the model accordingly. Unfortunately, this approach 
fails for two reasons. First, researchers are only now 
beginning to study network behavior as a process distinct 
from the behavior cf individual neurons. As a result, the 
behavior cf neural networks is largely unknown. There is no 
way to know if the simulated network is operating 
''properly,'' since no one knows what constitutes proper 
operation. 
The second reason is a matter of complexity. A 
network's behavior depends upon the particular arrangement 
and interconnection of its neurons as well as the type 
(inhibitory or excitatory) of neurons present. There are 
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literally billions of possible combinations, each with its 
own performance characteristics. So even if it were 
possible to identify a distinct neural network in a 
laboratory specimen, its behavior would very likely be 
different than the model developed in this chapter . 
At this point it is wise to review just what we can 
hope to achieve. It is the intent cf this author to 
accomplish three things. The first is to build a simulation 
model, collecting and combining its components and noting 
the resulting performance. The second is to develop a 
greater understanding of how and why the model performs as 
it does, and what conditions must hold before the model will 
work. Finally, the network model will be asked to learn a 
task, demonstrating its ability to acquire new knowledge. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE EXPERIMENTS 
Introduction 
The experiments conducted with the simulation model are 
described in this chapter . These experiments focus in some 
way on evaluating one or more characteristics of the model. 
The experiments are linked in that, as a group, they seek to 
shed new light on the phenomenon of neural network based 
intelligence. 
Each experiment is a carefully planned test that 
attempts to elicit the differences between two networks. In 
a typical test, one or more simulations are performed for 
each network. The results of each simulation, in the farm 
of a network weight matrix (and individual neuron activity 
plot if necessary) are compared. Since the weight matrix 
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contains the ontogeny of the network , it contains the 
steady state difference between the networks. Other 
neurological reasons also apply for selecting the synaptic 
weight matrix as the comparative device. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn from this comparison. 
This chapter is, of course, devoted to simulation 
experimentation. Before beginning a description of each 
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experiment, however, it is first necessary to introduce a 
concept called the environment, 
The Environment 
Every living neurologically based entity lives within 
an environment. This environment provides stimuli as well 
as a location into which responses may be directed. The 
organism and its nervous system go through life sensing and 
affecting the environment. The environment has long been 
recognized by psychologists and others as having a 
significant influence on how and what animals learn. 
Indeed, in most psychological studies it is the variable 
that researchers try to block or otherwise take into 
account. 
It is a major hypothesis of this thesis that the 
environment is even mare influential than previously 
considered, It is proposed that the environment is an 
explicit part of any neural network and whose existence is 
absolutely essential before any interesting neural behavior 
can possibly arise. It is further proposed that neural 
network intelligence arises only as a result of its 
continuous interaction and interrelationship with the 
environment. Finally, it is also proposed that any and 
every neural system by itself is a deterministic, 
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predictable uninteresting, unintelligent entity that, only 
when coupled with any unknown environment, takes on the 
unique, unpredictable and intelligent behavior that the 
neural system itself is credited with possessing. That is, 
the environment is the complex, unknown component of the 
environment/network pair, The network is simply adapting to 
its own ever changing environment. Figure 3-1 may help to 
clarify this point. Note that a second working neural 
network could be a part of the environment. 
I 
NETWORK 
I 
'--���-4I ENVIRONMENT 114-����JI I 
The Network/Environment Pair 
FIGURE 3-1 
Although this concept may initially appear meaningless 
and perhaps even absurd, it is potentially a very rich one. 
lt offers a much simpler model of the brain and associated 
cognitive functions. Several of the experiments contained 
herein will attempt to prove or disprove this hypothesis. 
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Further discussions on this and other major hypotheses will 
be diverted to later chapters. 
Experiment One: Constrained vs. Unconstrained Weights 
This first experiment is aimed at better understanding 
the behavior of the synaptic weights in asynchronous 
networks, especially as they approach steady state values. 
In the first test, each synaptic weight is constrained to be 
between zero (no connection) and the threshold value of the 
succeeding neuron. The second test removes these 
constraints so that weights exceeding the succeeding 
neurons' threshold values could possibly be obtained. 
The purpose of such a test needs to be clarified. If 
the upper constraint is removed, an action potential from 
any preceding neuron will always fire the succeeding neuron. 
This may be inappropriate. 
The e�periment was conducted as described using a 
simulated constant feedback environment (see Appendix A). 
The resulting weight tables are shown in Figures 3-2 al and 
bl. Shown in Figures 3-3 al and bl (p. 20), is a tally of 
the number of action potentials that occurred in each of the 
modeled neurons over a 120-second time period. These values 
indicate that constraining the weights directly reduces the 
number of action potentials in the network. This is not a 
18 
DESTINATION NEURON 
5 • 7 8 9 10 11 12 2 3 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.27 0.2 0.3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.27 0.2 0.3 0.25 
0 0 
SOURCE 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.3 0.25 0 
0 
NEURON 6 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.32 
0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.32 
0.28 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.28 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.28 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
a) Constrained Weights (20 seconds)
DESTINATION NEURON 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
l 0 0 0 -4.54 -3.36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 -7.71 -5.57 -7.,26 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 -2.76 -3.63 0 0 0 0 0 0 
SOURCE 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.55 0.58 I .27 0 0 0 
NEURON 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.53 3.39 I. 18 3.24 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l. 12 3.47 I .50 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.50 3.61 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l .37 1.31 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.14 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
bl Unconstrained Weights (20 seconds) 
FIGURE 3-2 
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NEURONl 83286 NEURONl 83286 
NEURON2 90657 NEURON2 90657 
NEURON3 77007 NEURON3 77007 
NEURON4 1680 NEURDN4 1680 
NEURONS 6048 NEURONS 6048 
NEURON6 1428 NEURON6 1428 
NEURON7 1428 NEURON7 1512 
NEURONS 2457 NEURONS 6216 
NEURON9 2'+78 NEURON9 2667 
NEURDNlO 1302 NEURONlQ 3927 
NEURON 11 2457 NEURONll 5'+39 
NEURON12 2478 NEURON12 5775 
AVEOUT 2457 AVEOUT 5607 
a) Constrained Weights b) Unconstrained Weights
Action Potential Tally 
FIGURE 3-3 
surprising result, since at least two simultaneous 1nputs 
would be required to fire a given neuron under the 
constrained weight scenario. 
Figures 3-4 al and b) provide a complete time trace 
of the activity of neuron 10. It is apparent that not only 
is the average activity level of the constrained neurons 
lower, but that its activity level dies out completely in 
less time (13 seconds vs. 24 seconds). 
One final observed characteristic of this first network 
is shown in Figure 3-5. This figure shows a trace of the 
time and the values of the signal being fed to the network 
20 
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TIME (seconds) 
al Unconstrained .�eights 
" 
" 
ACTIVITY 
LEVEL 50 
(impulses 
per 
second) •o
,o 
,0 
" 
2 • 6 ' •o " 
TIME (seconds) 
b) Constrained Weights
Time Trace of Neuron 10 
FIGURE 3-4 
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TIME (milliseconds) INPUT (XX( 18l] 
100 9.37 
200 9.91 
300 10.36 
400 11.59 
500 11.84 
600 12.74 
700 13.33 
800 14.55 
900 15.57 
1000 15.84 
1100 16,82 
1200 17.49 
1300 18.25 
1400 19.20 
1500 20.69 
1600 21. 04
1700 22.44
1800 22.61
1900 24.38
2000 2Lt.56
2100 24.52
2200 24 .52
2300� 25.00
2'+00 25.00
2500 25.00
2600 25.00
2700 25.00
2800 25,00
Time T,ace of Netwo1k Input 
FIGURE 3-5 
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from the environment <XX(18) l. It is clear that XX<lB) 
reaches its steady state value when interfacing with the 
simple environment in about 2300 milliseconds. 
With regard to this entire experiment, the following 
observations can be made: 
a) the network behaves differently when the synaptic
weight values are constrained;
b) the network may be able to be .described by the
following characteristics:
1 . time until the input signal reaches a
steady state value
ii. the weight matrix;
cl the connections between the sensory neurons 
(1,2, and 3) and the next set of neurons (4,5, and 
6) became zero . This had the effect of severing 
the network and is indicative of a faulty synaptic 
weight update algorithm; 
d) a pathway through the network was being
established before the network was severed. The
established path was INPUT NEURONS to NEURON 5 to
NEURON 8 to OUTPUT NEURONS. The pathway is more
apparent when the weights were unconstrained, but
this may only be due to the fact that the
unconstrained network ran longer before being
severed.
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Experiment Two: The Significance of an Environment 
The second experiment addresses an issue discussed in 
the beginning of this chapter: the effect of an environment. 
In the first test a simple environment will interact with 
the network. In the second test, the network will run on 
its own without interacting with an environment. In 
evaluating the resulting data, we will be most interested in 
observing if the general behavior of one network is more or 
less random than the other . 
Figure 3-6 shows the trace of a typical neuron in each 
�etwork. In the constant environment situation where the 
input signal was continually updated based on the past 
outputs of the network, the time between successive impulses 
evolved to a highly random value (after the environment was 
''learned''). In the situation where no environment existed 
and the input signal was maintained at a constant 10 
ms/impulse, sudden and abrupt changes in the time between 
successive impulses is noted. The cause of this behavior is 
unknown. However, a possible conclusion can be drawn. 
Based on this evidence, we might anticipate that the 
behavior of a network interacting with an environment is 
roughly continuous in its pattern, 
24 
•50 
TIME �o 
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LAST 350 
ACTION 
POTENTIAL "" 
(ms) 
'50 
''" 
'" 
'" 
50 
0 
ACTION POTENTIAL NUMBER 
a) Constant Environment
"o 
TIME no
SINCE ,oo 
LAST 
ACTION ,o
POTENTIAL eo 
<ms) 
,o 
60 
'° 
"' 
,o 
20 
10 
0.2 o., 
(T1·,, .. .mrw:1.), 
o., ,, 
ACTION POTENTIAL NUMBER 
bl No Environment (input signal = 10) 
Neuron 5 Activity 
FIGURE 3-6 
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Experiment Three: Learning a Complex Environment 
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the 
performance of the network when a more complex environment 
is involved. A discussion of the complex environment is 
provided in Appendix A. The precise algorithm is shown tn 
Figure 3-7. The results of this experiment will be 
contrasted with those of experiment one (the simple 
environment) and also studied independently. 
C***CHOOSE NEW INPUT***************** 
37 XX(98)=100.0-NEURON11 OUT 
IF (XX(98J.LE.0.0) XX(98)=0.0 
XX(99l=NEURON12 OUT 
IF (XX(99J .LE.·0.0) XX(99l=O.O 
IF (XX(98>.LE.XX(99)l INPUT=XX(98) 
IF (XX(99l .LE.XXC98J l INPUT=XX(99J 
IF <XX(l8).GT.25.l INPUT=30. 
RETURN 
Complex Environment Algorithm 
FIGURE 3-7 
Figures 3-8 al and b) display the values of the weight 
matrix after a simulated period of 20 seconds and 100 
seconds. Despite the fact that these weights do not reach 
what would appear to be steady state values after 100 
seconds of simulation, they are very different from the 
weights of Experiment 1. The only difference between the 
two simulations was the environment. Hence, we conc1ude 
that the weight values are different only because the 
26 
network environments are different. We also conclude that 
the environment has been encoded into the network 1n the 
DESTINATION NEURON 
2 3 4 5 • 7 8 q 10 11 12 
1 0 0 0 0.23 0.26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0.22 0.29 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0.23 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.76 o. l2 0.23 0 0 0 
SOURCE 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.22 0.54 0.30 0. 19 0 0 
NEURON • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 10 0.20 0.78 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 16 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.38 0,44 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.35 0.23 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 1 l 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a) After 20 Seconds
DESTINATION NEURON 
2 3 4 5 • 7 8 q 10 11 12 
l 0 0 0 0 O, 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0.59 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.07 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3. 16 o.oo 0.00 0 0 0 
SOURCE 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2. 9"4 2.60 -4.24 0 0 
NEURON • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 3. 15 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.oo 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.70 2.91 
q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.58 2.48 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.oo 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b) After 100 Seconds
Network Weight Matri� in Complex Environment 
FIGURE 3-8 
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form of these weights. Further, it is also apparent that 
the network required much more time to learn the complex 
environment <>100 seconds) than was needed to learn the 
simple environment (<5 seconds). 
There is another interesting characteristic of this 
weight matrix that is worth noting. The value w
5,10 
is a
negative weight which will act in an inhibitory fashion on 
the tenth neuron in the network. Note that neuron five is 
also capable of transmitting an excitatory signal cw
519 
=
2.6081481 to its neighboring neuron. While this quality is 
neurologically not plausible <it is ge�erally assumed that a 
single neuron possesses only one type of 
neurotransmitter)
lO
,ll, it does allow one neuron to perform 
both an inhibitory and excitatory function simultaneously 
a capability that makes this simulated neuron potentially 
more powerful than its biological counterpart. 
A third interesting observation is shown in Figures 3-9 
a), bl, and c}. These plots show the network input 
(environmental output) signal generated by the 
network/environment interaction. The first trace shows the 
value of this signal from zero to one hundred seconds. The 
second plot is a higher resolution view of the first ten 
seconds. The third plot is a higher resolution view showing 
only the last ten seconds. It is clear that later in the 
simulation, as the network learns the environment, this 
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signal approaches (in probability) the value 30. That is, 
the network is adjusting its own weights and in doing so, is 
reducing iis average activity level I The observation 
provides evidence that networks learn (adapt 
to) their environment and as they do so, tend towards a 
lower average level of activity. 
Finally, we can compare the neural p.athways. F1gure 
3-10 shows the relative amounts of activity occurring 1n
each neuron of the network. Two paths can be hypothesized. 
They are INPUTS to NEURON 5 to NEURON B to NEURON 11, and 
INPUTS to NEURON 5 to NEURON 9 to NEURON 12. Th is 
information supports our earlier hypothesis that pathways 
are established as needed so that the network and 
environment may appropriately interact. 
NEURDNl 83454 
NEURON2 90363 
NEURON3 76776 
NEURON4 10584 
NEURONS 95865 
NEURON6 7287 
NEURON? 10563 
NEURONS 96180 
NEURON9 83328 
NEURONlO 7266 
NEURONll 90510 
NEURON12 95004 
Activity Level of Neurons After 100 Seconds 
FIGURE 3-10 
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Experiment Four: Recollection 
In this experiment we are interested in determining 
what the previous network has ''learned'' in its 100-second 
simulation. We will perform the test by running a special 
input signal into the network both before and after the 
simulation period. During the test, the activity levels of 
the output neurons will be recorded. This procedure will 
allow us to compare the network operation in a d1rect 
manner. For the duration of this test, the environment will 
be removed, so that the network transfer function alone will 
affect the results. 
Figure 3-11 shows the time domain input test signal 
that was applied to the network. The performances of the 
network both before and after the 100-second comp;Iex 
environment interaction are shown in Figures 3-12. al and bl. 
While the performance of the ''learned'' network more closely 
matches the input signal, the two output neurons (11 and 12) 
actually had matching activity patterns instead of the 
contrasting patterns that were expected, This observation, 
coupled with the realization that the network still had not 
settled after 100 seconds, leads me to conclude that the 
network must have self oscillating neurons if it is ta 
perform properly. 
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Experiment Five: Asynchronous vs. Synchronous Nets 
The purpose of this experiment is to gain a better 
understanding of the differences between synchronous and 
asynchronous networks. Specifically, we are interested in 
studying whether a synchronous network is more or less 
capable of ''learning'' its environment than is an 
asynchronous network. To make this evaluation, we will 
repeat Experiment Three. 
network will be used. 
This time, however, a synchronous 
The resulting weight matrix is shown in Figure 3-13. 
It is obvious that this matrix is different than the matriw 
associated with an asynchronous network (Figure 3-Bb). 
important, however, is the fact that there are only two 
values. This strongly suggests that the amount of 
information contained in this matrix is qu�te small. We 
conclude that, when using the biologically derived 
algorithms, an asynchronous neural network appears to be 
more capable of ''learning'' its environment than a 
synchronous network model. 
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More 
DESTINATION NEURON 
2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 0 0 0 0.76 0.76 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0.76 0.76 o. 76 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0,79 0.79 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.76 0.76 0.76 0 0 0 
SOURCE s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0 0 
NEURON 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.79 0.79 0.79 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.76 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.76 0.76 
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.76 0.76 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,76 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Synchronous Weight Matrix 
FIGURE 3-13 
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
Discussion 
Presented in the first three chapters of this thesis 
was the development and analysis of a neural network 
simulation model. An important characteristic of the model 
was the required similarity to its biological counterpart. 
Equally important to the success of the model, however, was 
its connection to an environment. Unlike Amari's
1
'
2 
models
(and virtually all other network models in the literature), 
this model is explicitly linked to the external world with 
which it interacts. 
We shall now reflect on some of the neurological issues 
presented in Chapter 1. One question that may now be 
addressed is the issue of motivation. Specifically, we 
would like to better understand the process that motivates a 
living animal to learn. If this simulation model has 
demonstrated anything, it has shown that the network is 
self-motivated to learn (adapt to) the environment it 
happens to be interacting with at the time. Pain and 
pleasure are not the motivating forces. Rather, it is the 
learning algorithm as well as the explicit environmental 
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connection that provide the incentive for a neural net to 
learn. 
A second issue worthy of discussion is the question of 
intelligence. If we look at the simulation model, we do not 
see a specific capacity for intelligent behavior. Yet it is 
clear that neural networks, if sufficiently complex, are 
capable of performing intelligently. I propose that a 
measurable aspect of intelligence is the attainment of a 
correct or nearly correct synaptic representation of the 
environment by the network. A more intelligent network in 
this respect would therefore be the network with a more 
accurate representation. 
The third issue is learning. In accordance with our 
model, we define learning as the changing of weight values 
due to the network's interaction with an environment. The 
network does not extract weight values from the environment 
per se, but instead generates them through 
network/environment interaction. Things that might 
constrain the amount of information a network is capable of 
learning would include the number of neurons (and hence the 
number of weights) in the network as well as the number of 
interaction channels between the network and the 
environment. 
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Opportunities far Further Study 
The issues discussed above provide a useful model far 
studying the human cognitive processes. However, additional 
e�periments need ta be performed to help prove or disprove 
these issues. Presented in this section are several 
important aspects of the simulation model that need 
improvement. Presumably, an improved model would enhance 
the quality of experimental results. 
Perhaps the most sensitive component of the network 
model is the synaptic weight update algorithm. The present 
alg_orithm lacks the ability to make new connections. It 
also can allow weights to be changed beyond normally 
presumed limits. However, the algorithm is based an the 
observation of neuroscientists and reflects only the 
processes they observed. Other processes may be in action. 
Areas for further study also include changes to the 
refractory period calculation procedures, the shape cf the 
action potential, the width cf the action potential, the 
usefulness of dynamic threshold values, the problems 
associated with lumping effective weights, and the 
contribution made by inhibitory neurons. Also worthy of 
additional investigation is the development of a procedure 
that can accurately measure the amount of information a 
given network has learned, perhaps in the form of an 
improved recollection procedure. 
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In the future, artificial neural networks may become 
very useful tools for the control of machines, especially 
those that require robust and adaptive controllers. The 
ability of these networks to adjust to any environment makes 
them potentially very useful and intelligent tools. 
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APPENDIX A 
D�SCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENTS 
The three different simulated environments used in the 
various tests are described below. These environments are 
ll no environment (i.e., no environmental feedback 
system is applied to the network, as in Figure 
A-1) •
21 constant feedback environment (i.e., the output of 
the neural network is directly applied to the 
input as long as a minimum amount of activity is 
maintained. This environment is shown in Figure 
A-21.
3) complex environment (i.e., the output of the
neural network is manipulated by the environment
before being applied to the input. This
environment is shown in Figure A-3>.
The first two are rather trivial and easily understood. 
The third warrants further explanation. 
In the complex environment, the activity levels of 
neurons 11 and 12 (TS(ll) and TS(12)) are monitored by the 
environment. If the activity level of neuron 11 is small, 
then the environment output activity level (the network's 
input activity level)' is made large. !n a similar manner, 
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if the activity level of neuron 12 is large, the network 
will receive a large input stimulus. In theory, the network 
wants to ''fully understand'' the environment and will 
accomplish this when pathways are developed and the input 
stimulus becomes small (see Chapter 3: Observations of 
Experiment 1). The network should therefore seek to 
establish the necessary synaptic connections in order that 
the appropriate pathways become established. Experiment 4 
directly studies this process. C Comment: note that the 
environment is performing an inhibitory process based neuron 
11 and an excitatory process based on neuron 12. Had the 
simulation model employed the equivalent of an inhibitory 
neuron for neuron 11 (instead of the present excitatory 
neuron equivalent>, and the environment had performed the 
equiva�ent of an excitatory process on this same neuron, the 
network itself should behave in exactly the same way as it 
did in Experiment 4. That is, it should establish the same 
pathways and the same weight matrix. If in the future this 
hypothesis is verified, it would become strong evidence that 
the environment is indeed an explicit part of every neural 
network, including the human brain.) 
The complex environment was designed especially for 
this network and is intended to demonstrate that a different 
environment will necessarily lead to a different set of 
weight values. This environment also is more demanding on 
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the network in that the network must interact with the 
environment by establishing more than one pathway through 
its constituent neurons (since there exists more than one 
input or output). Clearly, then, an even more complex 
environment would have more I/0 type access to the network 
resulting in additional pathways through the network. These 
further pathways are established simply because they are 
needed by the network to allow interaction with the 
environment. 
It is clear that as neural systems get larger, they 
require more interface with the environment (or vice versa) 
and hence develop more pathways and greater capabilities. 
Although it could not be explored in this thesis, the next 
logical step in the study of neural networks is to construct 
a simulation model that has a large network composed of 
several smaller subnetworks, a very complex environment, and 
dozens of I/0 channels through which the environment and 
network can interact. 
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APPENDIX 8 
SLAM II AND FORTRAN PROGRAMS 
This appendix contains a copy of the Slam II network 
simulation cade·as well as all user written Fortran 
subroutines used in a typical experiment, Copies of this 
code are available from the author an soft sectored MS-DOS 
disks upon request, 
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: ................................ *.i. ................ ............ ... .. � .............. * ....... ... 
CREATE, , 5•)<)0: i=:.FTER 5•K><) TIMES CHANCE X �,: 18 l 
PLC ASSIGN, XX ( 851 =TNDW-5•)0<); 
A5SIGN,XXl861•(Xl85)/500: 
A5SIGN,XXl1Bl=t0.0-<Xl86),1! 
ACT,.• TNOW. GT. 7=·•)(1, OUT l 
ACT, 50, , F'LC; 
OUT TERM; 
END/ 
IN-IT ,,:,.3(,(u)(I; 
FIN; 
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S1NCLUOE: 'PRCTL.FOR' 
PROGRAM MAIN 
c 
COMMON/SCOMl /ATR IB ( 100) ,DO ( 100) ,DOL ( 100) , OTNOW, I I, MFA ,MST OP, NCLNR 
1, NCRDR ,NPRNT ,NNRUN ,NNSET, NT APE, SS ( 100 l , SSL ( 100 l , TNEXT, TNDW, XX ( 101;,) 
CDMMDN/USERE/NELE,NTWE,NTHJ,NFOU,NFJF,NSIX,NSEY,NEIG,NNIN 
1,NZERO,NONE,NTWO,NTHR 
NCRDR=5 
NPRNT"'O 
NTAPE,.7 
NELE•l l 
NTWE-12 
NTH1•13 
NFOU•14 
NFIF"'-1:S 
NSIX•16 
NSEY,,.17 
NEIG•1B 
NNIN-19 
N:ZERD•20 
NONE=21 
NTW0•22 
NTHR•23 
CALL SLAM 
STOP ' 
END 
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SINCLUDE:"PRCTL.FOR" 
SUBROUTINE INTLC 
COMMON/SCDMl /ATRIB t l(H)). DD\ 1(":, l , DDL ( 100 l , DTNOW, [ I , MFA, MS TOP
1, NCLNR, NCRDR, NPRNT, NNRUN, NMSET, NTHPE, SS< 1(,(1) , SSL ( 1(")) , TNEXT
2,TNOW,XXt100) 
COMMON/USER! /TS ( 20) ,L. AVE ( 21)) ,LEARN, TIME< 2(•), IPO INT< 20)
1,SIXTN( 15) ,SEVTN\?l ,EGHTN(7) ,FIFTN( 15) ,ARY( 1 1)(>, 12)
COMMON/USER2/NELE,NTWE,NTHI,NFOU,NFIF,NSIX,NSEV,NElG,NNIN
l,N2ERO,NDNE,NTWO,NTHR 
DIMENSION VAL( 12) 
DIMENSION TEMP(l2) 
C***PUT A WEIGHT TABLE INTO ARRAY***** 
DO 8 .J=l,12 
DO 6 M=l,12 
TEMP(M)=0.2 
6 CONTINUE 
CALL SETARY(.J,TEMP) 
8 CONTINUE 
C•'"* INITIALIZE TSLA ARRAY 'ARY ( 1,;,(1, 12 l '*•*** 
DO 1(1 .J=l, 100 
DO 12 M=l,12 
ARY<.J,Ml=9.0 
12 CONTINUE 
1 (l CONT I NUE 
C***INITIALIZE OTHER ARRAYS AND VECTORS 
DD 15 M•l,20 
IPOINT(Ml,,._1 
TIME(Ml=-9 
15 CONTINUE 
C***INITIALIZE ARRAY FIFTN,SIXTN,SEVTN,EGHTN******* 
FIFTN( 1 l=-1.0 
FIFTNt2l=-0.5 
FIFTN(3,J=-<),2 
FIFTN(4)=-l�.15 
FIFTN(5l'"--0.1 
FlFTN< 6 l .. -,:1. 05 
FIFTN<?>=O.O 
FIFTN< 8 )=•:•. 05 
FIFTN(9J.,.l).1 
FIFTN<10l=(1.15 
FIFTN( 11 )'"(1,2 
FIFTN( 12)=0.5 
FIFTNC 13)""1,0 
FIFTN(14l""1.6 
FIFTN( 1:SJz2.0 
SIXTN( 1 J•0.1.1 
SIXTN(2)•0.(I 
SIXTN(3l•(.1.0 
SIXTN(4)=0,002 
51XTN(5l•0.005 
51XTN(6)•0.01 
SIXTN(7)•0.,)3 
SlXTN(B)•0.01 
SI XTN ( 9 l •1.1. 005 
SIXTN( 101=0.002 
SIXTN111lsO.O 
SIXTN< 12),.0.0 
SIXTNC 13),,.-0.01 
SIXTN( 141•-0.02 
SIXTN(15)=-0.03 
SEV_TN(l)•3,0 
SEVTN<2.>=5.0 
SEVTN(3l•1Q.O 
SEVTN<4)•1?.0 
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SEVTN(5)=24.0 
SEVTN(6)=30.0 
SEVTN ( 7 J "'60. (I 
EGHTN{ 1 )=1.04 
EGHTN(i:)=1.02 
EGHTN(3J=1.(>1 
EGHTN(4)=1,I) 
EGHTN<S)=(>.98 
EGHTN{6l=0.96 
EGHTN(?J-,Q.94 
C***OPEN ALL FILE PATHS 
OPEN< NELE, FILE .. ' NEURONl' , STATUS= 'NEW.) 
OPEN(NTWE,FILE='NEURON2',STATUS�·NEW'J 
OPEN (NTHI, FILE,.' NEURON3·', STATUS""' NEW' l 
OPEN<NFOU,FILE=··NEURON4' ,STATUS.,"NEW' l 
OPEN(NFIF,FILE='NEURON5',STATUS='NEW.) 
OPEN(NSIX,FILE='NEURON6',STATUS='NEW.) 
OPEN(NSEV,F1LE�'NEURON7',STATUS='NEW'l 
OPEN<NEIG,FILE,.'NEURON8' ,STATUS='NEl,J' l 
OPENtNNIN,FILE='NEURON9',STATUS='NEl,J.l 
0F'EN(NZERO,FILE .. 'NE:LJR11)' ,STATUS='NEW) 
OPEN(NONE,FILE�'NEUR11',STATUS='NEW'l 
OPEN<NTW0,FILE='NEUR12',STATUS='NEl,J') 
OPEN ( NTHR, FILE=' AVEOUT -' , STATUS•' NEW. ) 
OPEN<24,FILE�'XX18',5TATUS•'NEW') 
C***END OF SUBROUTINE*** 
XX<lBl,.10. 
RETURN 
END 
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$lNCLUDE:"PRCTL.FOR' 
SUBROUTINE EVENT(J) 
COMMON/SCOM 1 /ATRIB ( 100 l, DD ( 1N1 l ,DDL< 10t)) , DTNOW, I l , MFA, MS TOP 
1, NCLNR, NCRDR ,NPRNT ,NNRUN, NNSE'T ,NT APE, 55 ( l(u) > , SSL ( l(H) l , TNEXT 
2,TNOW,XX(lOO) 
C0MMON/USER1/T5(20),L,AVE(20),LEARN,TIME\20),1POINT<20) 
1,SIXTN( 15l ,SEVTN(7J ,EGHTN(7) 1 FIFTN(l5J ,ARV( 100,12) 
COMMON/USER2/NELE,NTWE,NTHI,NFOU,NFIF,NSIX,NSEV,NEIG,NNIN 
1,NZERO,NONE,NTWD,NTHR 
DIMENSION A{ 1 l 
A(l)•l).0 
GOTO< 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11 tl2, 13, 14,15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,21 
1,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,371,J 
c 
C 1-13 COLLECT STATS, 14-25 CALCULATE TSLA, UPDATE TSLA FILE (FOR 
C REFRACT, LEARNING, ETC>, FINO REFRACTORY, ANO GENERATE AN 
C ACTION POTENTIAL (AP> IF APPLICABLE. 26-35 HANDLE SYNAPTIC 
C LEARNING 
c 
C TS<I> IS THE TIME SINCE THE LAST ACTION POTENTIAL. 
c 
1 WRITECNELE,+JTS(ll 
RETURN 
2 WRITE<NTWE,+>TS(2J 
RETURN 
3 WRITE(NTHI,*>TS(3l 
RETURN 
4 WRITE(NFOU,+JTS(�) 
RETURN 
5 WRITE(NFIF,+)TS(S) 
RETURN 
6 WAITE(NSIX,+lT5(6) 
RETURN 
7 WRITE(NSEV,+)TS(7l 
RETURN 
8 WRITE(NEIG,+lTS{8) 
RETURN 
9 WRITE(NNIN,+lTS(9) 
RETURN 
10 WRITEiNZERO,+>TS(lOJ 
RETURN 
11 �RITE<NONE,•lTSllll 
RETURN 
12 WRITE(NTWO,+lTS{l2) 
RETURN 
13 T5C13J•TNOW-TIME<l3l 
TIME( 13)•TNOW 
WRITE<NTHR,+)TSC13l 
RETURN 
14 L•l 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
1:S L•2 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
10 L•:3 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
17 L•4 
CALL ENTER(4-,AJ 
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CALL TSLA 
CAl.L REFRACT 
RETURN 
18 l.=5 
CALL ENTER(5,Al 
CALl. TSl.A 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
19 L•• 
CALL ENTER\6,Al 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
20 L•7 
CALL ENTER(7,A) 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
21 L•8 
CALL ENTERi8,A) 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
22 L•9 
CALL ENTER<9,Al 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
23 Lm10 
CALL ENTEA(lO,A> 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
24 L"'l 1 
CALL ENTER<ll,Al 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN 
2, L•12 
CALL ENTEA(12,A) 
CALL TSLA 
CALL REFRACT 
RETURN •• LEARN•l
CALL LAN
RETURN
27 LEARNs2
CALL LAN
RETURN
ea LEARN•3
CALL LFtN
RETURN
a• LEARN•4
CALL LAN
RETURN
30 LEARN•5
CALL LAN
RETURN
31 LEARN•O
CALL LAN
RETURN
32 LEARN•?
CALL LAN
RETURN
33 LEARN"'B
CALL LAN
55 
RETURN 
34 LEARN=9 
CALL LRN 
RETi.JRN 
35 LEARN= 1 (• 
CALL LRN 
RETURN 
36 WRITE(*,*)TNOW,XX ( 18) 
RETURN 
C***CHOOSE NEW XX<18)****************** 
37 XX( 18l•<AVE( 11 )+AVE( 12> l/2. 
IF (XX<18J.GT.2:S.) XXt18)"'E!:S. 
RETURN 
END 
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$INCLUDE: "PRCTL,FOR' 
SUBROUTINE TSLA 
COMMON/5COM1tATF<IB\ l(H)i .DD( 1<:>0l ,ODL( 1t)I)) ,DTNOI.J, lI ,MFA 
l, MSTOP ,NCLNR, NCRDR ,NPRNT ,NNRUN, NNSET. NT APE, SS ( l(l(i l , SSL\ l(H) l 
2 1 TNEXT, TNOW, XX ( l(u;,) 
COMMON/USER 1 /TS t 20 l, L, AVE( 2(1 l , LEARN, TIME ( 20) , I POINT ( 2(1) 
1,SIXTN( 15) ,SEVTN(7) ,EGHTN(7l ,FIFTN< 15) ,ARY( 1,:n;,, 12i 
DIMENSION R(2(1) 
c 
C COMF'UTE TSLA,..TS ( L l FOR NEURON L 
c 
TS(Ll=TNOW-TlME(L) 
TlME(LJ.:aTNOW 
c 
C UPDATE FILE 
c 
c 
IF (IPDINT\L).LT,101) THEN 
ARY(IPOINT(L),Ll .. TS(LJ 
ELSE 
ARY(l,Ll,,.TS(Ll 
IPOINT\Ll"'l 
ENDlF 
I POINT ( L l =lF'OlNT < L) + 1 
C NOW CALCULATE AVERAGE OF THE FILE 
c 
R(L) .. O 
DO 4 J=l, li)O 
R(Ll=R(LJ+ARY(J,L) 
4 CONTINUE 
AVE ( L l .. R (I..)*') .01 
RETURN 
oND 
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SINCLUDE:'PRCTL.FOR' 
SUBROUTINE REFRACT 
c 
COMMON/SCDMl/ATRIB{ 100), 0011•)<)) ,DDL( 100) ,OTNOW. I I ,MFA 
1, MSTOP, NCLNR, NCF:OR ,NPRNT, NNRUN, NNSET ,NT APE. SS ( lOt) l , SSL ( 100 l 
e, TNEXT, TNOW, XX< 100) 
COMMON/USER! /TS< 20 l , L, AVE ( 20) , LEARN, TIME ( 2(1 l , IPO INT ( 2(1 l 
1,SIXTN( 15l ,SEVTN(7> ,EGHTN<7l ,FIFTN( 15) ,ARY( t(u), 12l 
C COMPUTE THE REFRACTORY PERIOD 
c 
IF(AVE(Ll.GE,8.0) THEN 
XX140+L)..,:3.0 
ELSE 
XX (40+Ll •9. 4-0. 8*AVE (L l 
END IF 
RETURN 
ENO 
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�INCLUOE:'PRCTL.FDR' 
SUBROUTINE LRN 
COMMON/SCDM1 /ATRIB < 1 •:>(1), DD { 10(1) , DDL ( 10(1 l , DTNOW, 1 I, MFA
1 ,MSTOP, NCLNR, NCRDR, NPRNT ,NNRUN,NNSET, NT APE, SS ( 10,;1 l .SSL< 100)
2,TNEXT,TNOW,XX(lOO) 
COMMON/USER1 /TS ( 20) ,L I AVE ( 20) ,LEARN, TIME ( 20 l , I POINT ( 2(1) 
1,SIXTNt 15) ,SEVTN(7l ,EGHTN<7) ,FIFTN< 151 ,ARY( 100, 12> 
WRITE<*,*)'LRN ACCESSED' 
GOTO< 1, 2, 3 ,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 >, LEARN 
C**************************************************** 
C**THIS SEGMENT UPDATES CONNECTIONS 1 TO 4, 1 TD 5*** 
C**************************************************** 
1 AV14m(AVE<ll+AVE(4))*�>.5 
c 
AV15•CAVE(1)•AVE(5)l*0.5 
OIF14•<AVE(4)-AVE(l)l/AV14 
OIF15•(AVE(�)-AVE< 1)) /AV15 
OEL14•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF14,15J 
DELl��GGTBLtFIFTN,SIXTN,DIFlS,1�) 
TMP14•GETARY(l,4l•DEL14 
TMP15=GETARY(l,5l+DEL15 
DEL•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(lJ,7) 
TM14•TMP14+DEL 
TM1�•TMP15*DEL 
OELA•GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<4),7) 
T14•Tl'l14/DELA 
IFtT14.GE.0.29l T14•0,29 
IF<T14.LE.O.O) T14•0.0 
CALL PUTARY<1,4,T141 
OELB•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVECSJ,7l 
T15•TM15/DELB 
IF(TlS.GE.0.261 TlS•0,26 
IF(T1�.LE.0.0J TlS•O.O 
CALL PUTAAY(l,� 1 T15l 
RETURN 
C***************************************** 
C,+*+THIS SEGMENT UPDATES 2-4,2-5,2-6***** 
C**************************************** 
2 AV24mtAVE(2l+AVE(4))*0.5 
c 
AVe5•(AVE(2J+AVE(5))*0.S 
AV26•(AVEC2)+AVE(b)l*O.S 
DIF24•(AVE(4l-AVE(2))/AV24 
DIF25•(AVE(5J-AVE(2))/AV2� 
DIF26•(AVEC6l-AVE<2ll/AV26 
DEL24•GGTBLtFIFTN,SIXTN,DIF24,15l 
OEL25•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF25,15l 
DEL26•GGTBL(FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF26,15> 
TMP24•GETARYC2,4)+DEL24 
TMP25•GETARY<2,Sl+DEL25 
TMP26•GETARY(2,b)+DEL2a 
OEL•GGTBLCSEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<2l,7l 
TM24•TMP24•DEL 
TM25•TMP25•DEL 
TM26•TMP26*DEL 
DELA•GGTBLtSEVTN,EGHTN 1AVE(4),7> 
T24•TM24/0ELA 
IFCT24.LE,0.0) T24•0.0 
IF<T24.GE,0.29> T24•0.29 
CALL PUTARY(2,4,T24l 
DELB•GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(5J,7l 
T25 .. TM25/DELB 
IF(T25.LE.0.0J T25•0.0 
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!F(T25.GE.1).26l T25=0.26
CALL PUTARY(2,5,T25l
DELC=GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(6l,7l
T26=TM26/DELC
1F(T26.LE.0.(1) T26=0.0
IF(T26.GE.0.33) T26=0.33
CALL PUTARY(2,6,T26)
RETURN
C********************************************** 
C++THIS SEGMENT UPDATES CONNECTIONS 3-5,3-6++** 
C********************************************** 
3 AV35•(AVE(3l+AVE(5))+0.5 
c 
AV36""(AVE(3)'4'AVE(6l l+0.5 
DIF35=<AVEC5l-AVE{3l)/AV35 
DIF36•CAVE(6)-AVE(3l)/AV36 
DEL35�GGTBLCFIFTN,SIXTN,DIF35,15l 
DEL36=GGTBLCFIFTN,SIXTN,DIF36,15) 
TMP35•GETARY{3,5l+DEL35 
TMP36•GETARY(3,6)+0EL36 
DEL»GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(3l,7) 
TM35.,TMP35+0EL 
TM36 .. TMP36*DEL 
OELA�GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(5),7) 
T3:S,.TM35/0ELA 
IF(T35.LE.O.Ol T35•0.0 
IF<T35.GE.0.26l T35•0.26 
CALL PUTARY<3,5,T35l 
OELB•GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(6l,7l 
T36 .. TM36/0ELB 
IF(T36.LE.0.0J T36•0.0 
IF iT36.GE.0.33l T36•0,33 
CALL PUTARYt3,6,T36l 
RETURN 
C+++THIS SEGMENT UPDATES 4-7,4-9,4-9+++++ 
4 AV47»(AVE(4)+AVE{7l)+0.5 
AV48=(AVE(4)+AVE(8) )+0.5 
AV49•(AVEi4)+AVE<9l)+0.5 
OlF47 .. (AVE<7)-AVE{4l)/AV47 
DIF49•<AVEC8)-AVE<4))/AV48 
OIF49•(AVE(9l-AVE<4l)/AV49 
DEL47•GGTBL(FIFTN,SIXTN,OIF47,15) 
OEL48•GGTBLtFIFTN,SIXTN,DIF48,15l 
DEL49•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF49,15> 
TMP47•GETARY{4,7J..-DEL47 
TMP48•GETARY(4,Bl+DEL48 
TMP49•GETARY<4,9l+DEL49 
DEL•GGTBL<SEYTN,EGHTN,AVE<4>,7) 
TM47•TMP47*DEL 
TM48•TMP4B•DEL 
TM49•TMP49•DEL 
OELA•GGTBL(SEYTN,EGHTN,AVE<7J 1 7l 
T47•TM47/DELA 
IF(T47.LE.0.0) T47•0.0 
IF<T47.GE.0.27l T47•0.27 
CALL PUTARY(4,7,T47l 
OELB•GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVEiBJ,7l 
T4B•TM48/DELB 
IF<T4B.LE.O.Ol T48•0.0 
IFCT48.GE.0.20) T48•0.2 
CALL PUTARY<4,B,T4Bl 
DELC•GGTBLCSEYTN,EGHTN,AVE(9),7) 
T49 .. TM49/DELC 
IF(T49.LE.0.0) T49•0.0 
IF(T49.GE.0.3l T49•0.3 
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CALL FUTARY(4,9 1 T49) 
RETURN 
C•**THIS SEGMENT UPDATES CONNECTIONS 5-7,5-8,5-9,5-10 
5 AV57=<AVE(5)+AVEt7ll+0.5 
c 
AV58"' < AVE ( 5) +AVE( 8) l +Q. 5 
AV59= ( AVE( 5) +AVE( 9) ) +0. 5 
AV510=(AVEC5l+AVE( 1(1) Ht0.5 
0F57"' (AVE< 7'l-AVE ( 5) l I AV57 
DF58=(AVE(8l-AVE(5)l/AV58 
DF59•<AVE(9l-AVE(5ll/AV59 
OF510"" (AVE{ 10) -AVE< 5) ) /AVSt1) 
DL'57,.GGTBLtFIFTN,SIXTN,DF571 15) 
DL58mGGT8LCFIFTN,SIXTN,OF58,15) 
DL59zGG-t°BL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DF59,15) 
DL51<)•GGTBL(FIFTN, SI XTN, DF510, 15 l 
TP57=GETARY(5,7J+DL57 
TP58,.GETARY<5,8)+0L58 
TP59•GETARY(5,9)+0L59 
TPSlOsGETARY < 5, 10 > +DL510 
DEL•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE!5),7l 
TH57 .. TP57•DEL 
TH58=TP'58+DEL 
TM59•TP59*DEL 
TM510•TP510+DEL 
DELA•GGTBLtSEVTN,EGHTN,AVE!7),7l 
0ELB•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(8),7l 
OELC�GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<9l,7l 
OELD•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(l0l,7J 
T57=TH'57/DELA 
T'5B•TM58/0ELB 
T59,.TH59/DELC 
T510•TM510/DELO 
IF<T57,LE.O.Ol T57•0.0 
IF<T58.LE.b.O) T58•0.0 
IFfT59.LE.0.0) T59•0.0 
IF<T510.LE.O.O) TS10sO.O 
IF(T57.GE.0.27J T57=0.27 
IF(T58.GE.0.20l TSB•0.20 
IF!T59.GE.0.30) T59•0.30 
IF(T510.GE.0.25l TSl0•0.25 
CALL PUTARY<5,7,T57l 
CALL PUTARY<5,8,T58) 
CALL PU\ARY(5,9,T59J 
CALL PUTARY(5,10,T510) 
RETURN 
C+*+THIS SEGMENT UPDATES 6-8,6-9,6-10**** 
6 AV68•tAVE(6l+AVE(B) l•o.s 
AV69•{AVE(6)+AVEt9)l•0.5 
AV610•<AVE(6)+AVEt10))•0,5 
DIF68•tAVEtBl-AVEC6ll/AV68 
DIF69•<AVE(9l-AVE(6)J/AV69 
DF610•CAVEt10l-AVE(6ll/AV610 
DEL6B•GGTBL(FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF68,15l 
DEL69•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DIF69,15l 
0L610•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,DF610,15l 
Tl'IP68•GETARY(6 1 8)+DEL6B 
Tl'IP69•GETARYC6,91+0EL69 
TP610•GETARYt6,10l+OLb10 
c 
DEL•GGTBLCSEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<6),7) 
TM6B•THP68*DEL 
Tl'\6'?•TMP69*DEL 
TM610•TP610•DEL 
DELA•GGTBLISEVTN,EGHTN,AVECBl,7) 
T6B•TM68/0ELA 
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IF(T68.LE.1).0) T68=0.0 
IF(T68.GE.0.20) T68"'•).2<) 
CALL PUTARY(6,8,T68l 
DELB=GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVEt9J ,7) 
T69=TM69/0ELB 
IF(T69.LE.O.O) T69=0.0 
IF<T69.GE.0.30) T69=0.30 
CALL PUTARY(6,9,T69) 
DELC,.,GGTBL t SEVTN, EGHTN, AVE< 1 0) , 7 > 
T61(1 .. Tl'16lO/OELC 
IF<TblO.LE.O.Ol T61Cl"'0.(I 
IF(T610.GE.0.25) T610 .. o.es
CALL PUTARYCb,10,TblO) 
RETURN 
C***THIS SECTION UPDATES CONNECTION 7-1'1•**** 
7 AV7!1 .. (AVE(7)..,AVE(11)l•0.5 
DF711•( AVE( 11 l -AVE ( 7) ) /AV711 
DL711•GGTBL ( FIFTN, SI'XTN, OF7l l, 1:Sl 
c 
TP711=GETARY(7,11l..,OL711 
DEL•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<7l,7l 
TM711•TP7ll•DEL 
DELA=GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(l!>,7) 
T711,.TM711/DELA 
IF(T711.LE.0.0) T711•0.0 
IF<T711.GE.0.32) T71l•0.32 
CALL PUTARY(7,11,T71ll 
RETURN 
C*••THIS SECTION UPDATES CONNECTION 8-11,8-12••* 
8 AV811,.,(AVE(9)+AVE(11>H•O.S 
c 
AV812,.(AVE(8)..,AVE(12))•0.5 
OF811=-( AVE( 11 )-AVE C Bl l /AVBl 1 
OF812•(AVE(12)-AVE(8))/AV812 
DL811"'GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,OF811,15) 
DL812•GGTBLtFIFTN,SIXTN,OFB12,15) 
TF811•GETARY<B,11l+DL81l 
TP812•GETARY<B,12)+0L812 
OEL .. GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<Bl,7) 
TM811 .. TPB11.,.0EL 
TM812•TPB12•DEL 
OELAmGGTBL(5EVTN,EGHTN,AVE<11),7l 
TBl l"'TMBl l/OELA 
IF{T811.LE.0.0) T911•0.0 
JF(TBll.GE.0.32) TBll•0.32 
CALL PUTARY<B,11,TB11) 
OELB•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(12l,7l 
T812•TM912/DELB 
1F(T912.LE.0.0) T812•0,0 
IF<T812.GE.0.29l TB12•0.28 
CALL PUTARY<B,12,TB12) 
RETURN 
C•••THIS SECTION UPDATES CONNECTION 9-11,9-12*** 
9 AV911•(AVE<9l+AVE!lll)*0.5 
c 
AV912•(AVE(9J..,AVE(12ll•0.5 
OF911�(AVEC11l-AVE(9ll/AV911 
OF912•(AVE!12l-AVE{9))/AV912 
OL911•GGTBL<FIFTN,SIXTN,OF911,15) 
DL912•GGTBL(FIFTN,5IXTN,OF912,15l 
TP9tlsGETARY(9,11l+DL91l 
TP912•GETARY(9,12)..,0L912 
OELmGGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(9l,7) 
TM911•TP911.,.0EL 
TM912•TP912•DEL 
OELA•GGTBLtSEVTN,EGHTN,AVE<lll,7l 
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T911 .. TM911/0ELA 
IF(T911.LE.0.0) T911=0.0 
IFrT911.GE.0.32) T91l=0.32 
CALL PUTARY(9,11,T911) 
OELB=GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(12l,7l 
T912=TH912/0ELB 
IFCT912.LE.�.0) T912�o.o 
IF(T912.GE.0.28) T912-0.28 
CALL PUTARY(9,12,T912l 
RETURN 
C***THIS SECTION UPDATES CONNECTION 10-12***** 
10 Al012•(AVE( 10l+AVE( 12) _J+0.5 
F1012•CAVE( 12)-AVE( 101) /A1012 
01012•GGTBLCFIFTN.SIXTN,Fl012,15l 
T1012mGETARYC10,12)+01012 
c 
OEL•GGTBL(SEVTN,EGHTN,AVE(10l,7l 
R1012-T1012+DEL 
OELA•GGTBL<SEVTN,EGHTN,AVEC12l,7) 
W1012sR1012/0ELA 
IF(Wl012.LE.Q.0) W1012•0.0 
IF(W1012.GE.0.28) w1012-o.2a 
CALL PUTAAYt10,12,Wl012) 
RETURN 
END 
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SINCLUDE:"PRCTL.FOR' 
SUBF:OUTI NE OTPUT 
c 
COMMON/SCOM1 /ATRIB ( 10(1 l , DD( 1<)!) l , DDL ( 1(,(1) • DTNOW. I I, MFA, MST OF' 
1 ,NCLNR ,NCR DR, NF'RNT .NNRUN ,NNSET. NT APE, SS ( 1(,<) l , SSL ( 100) 
2 ,TNEXT, TNOW, XX ( 10!)) 
COMMON/USER1 /TS ( 2•) l , L, AVE ( 20 l , LEARN, TIME( 2,:,) , !PO INT ( 2•) l 
l ,SIXTN! 15) ,SEVTN(7),EGHTN(7l ,FIFTN( 15) ,t'IRY< 10(1, 12l 
C•••STORE WEIGHT FILE******** 
DPEN(5,FILE='WE1GHTS',STATUS�'NEW") 
DO 22 M=l,12 
DO 24 .J=l,12 
XX ( 20 )•GET ARY (M, .J) 
WRITE(S, *l XX ( 20) 
24 CONTINUE 
22 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(Sl 
C***CLOSE ALL OPENED FILES******** 
D02SM•11,24 
CLOSE CM) 
� CONTINUE 
c 
C END OF OTPUT SUBROUTINE 
RETURN 
END 
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